Scott has made internationally recognized contributions to multiple areas that are key to the advancement of organic and biological mass spectrometry. These include studies on fundamental aspects of ionization, including glow discharge, positrons, and electrospray; development of gas-phase ion chemistry for multiply charged biopolymer ions with emphasis on ion activation, ion/molecule reactions, and ion/ion reactions; instrumentation, including electrodynamic ion traps, ion trap/hybrid instruments, and electrostatic ion traps. His research has resulted in over 340 peer reviewed publications, 12 books and book chapters, 11 issued patents, and numerous recognitions and awards. A short list includes the ASMS Biemann Medal Gas-phase ion chemistry plays a central role in the development of mass spectrometry. While unimolecular and ion/ neutral reactions have been studied and used throughout the entire history of molecular mass spectrometry, studies on ion/ ion reactions especially involving biomolecules have not been exploited until relatively recently. Scott and co-workers pioneered the research on oppositely charged ion/ion reactions (with one polarity of ions being multiply charged) in electrodynamic ion traps, starting at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the mid-1990s [1, 2] and continuing at Purdue University until the present time. A wide range of ion/ion chemistry, including proton transfer, electron transfer, metal transfer, complex formation, and more recently, covalent bond formation has been facilitated and studied for the first time. The knowledge gained from this research has significantly expanded the scope of gas-phase ion chemistry and tandem mass spectrometry for characterizing biopolymers [3, 4] . Moreover, these developments catalyzed the commercial introduction of instrument platforms with ion/ion capabilities, allowing more scientists to join in and explore this rich research area.
The development of ion/ion chemistry has been facilitated by the synergy of three areas: instrumentation, fundamentals, and analytical applications. One key instrument component is an ionization source capable of generating multiply charged ions so that ion/ion reaction products can retain charges and be detected by a mass analyzer. When electrospray ionization (ESI) was introduced for producing multiply charged protein ions, Scott quickly realized its potential and applied ESI for ion/ion reactions. For example, an ion/ion reaction experiment was performed between multiply charged negative ions of oligonucleotides produced by an ESI source and singly charged positive ions formed from a glow discharge [1] . Some of the more recently developed ion/ion instruments even contain three ESI sources, allowing remarkable flexibility of exploring the cation/anion combinations and testing ingenious ideas, such as the charge increase of an ion via sequential ion/ion charge inversion reactions [5] . An electrodynamic ion trap (Paul trap), the other key instrument component, was cleverly chosen as a reaction vessel for ion/ion reactions. The electrodynamic ion trap provides an ideal environment for studying highly efficient ion/ion encounters because oppositely charged ions can be stored in overlapping time and space with relatively low translational energies. The earlier development of ion/ion reactions was demonstrated on three-dimensional (3D) ion trap mass spectrometers, with the ion trap serving both as the reaction vessel and mass analyzer. Collaboration with SCIEX in the early 2000s led to the implementation of ion/ion reactions in a linear ion trap (LIT) and the integration of ion/ion reactions on a variety of LIT based hybrid instruments [6] . In the latter configurations, ion/ion reactions and mass analysis are separated in space, allowing the use of high performance mass analyzers for enhanced analysis of large biomolecules.
The ion/ion experiments in 1995 led to the discovery of two prominent reaction phenomena of ion/ion reactions, proton transfer and electron transfer reactions [1, 2] . During the early development of ion/ion chemistry, Scott focused his efforts primarily on proton transfer, which exhibited remarkably high reaction efficiency. His team demonstrated that proton transfer reactions, which lead to charge reduction of multiply charged ions, can be analytically useful in many ways, such as providing molecular weight information of large biopolymers on a mass spectrometer with limited mass resolving power, separating overlapped protein peaks for mixture analysis, concentrating ion charge, inverting ion charge, etc. [7] . Besides demonstrating that ion/ion reactions are extremely rapid, efficient, and universal, Scott has delineated the mechanisms and dynamics behind the reactions and provided models for predicting competitive reaction channels during ion/ion encounters, including proton transfer, electron transfer, metal transfer, and complex formation [3] . This fundamental understanding further accelerated the development of electron transfer dissociation of multiply charged cations and anions, which proves to be particularly useful in providing rich structural information for biomolecules. Scott's creativity never ceases to amaze his colleagues; more recently he has demonstrated that ion/ion reactions, in addition to being ubiquitous as in proton transfer reactions, can also be tuned to be highly selective in covalent bond formation and functional group specific modification [8, 9] .
After more than two decades of innovative studies by Scott and his colleagues, ion/ion chemistry has been established as a fertile research field, with immense future possibilities for new chemistry and powerful applications. Scott's research on ion/ion reactions sets an inspiring example, which highlights that inquiries in new gas-phase ion chemistry and innovation in instrumentation often go hand-in-hand, providing additional impetus to advance mass spectrometry. This Special Focus of JASMS showcases work that explores new gasphase ion chemistry and expands the current tool box for characterizing gas-phase biomolecules. This issue begins Scott and his group members mimicking collisional activation in a jump castle on Purdue campus. with a research article by the awardee and his coworkers, and is followed by 23 contributions from colleagues and friends:
